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FM CODES

At The Farmers Market

• Cara Cara Oranges 18# CASE
6021
• Asian Pears 10# CASE 5580
• Kishu Tangerines 10# CASE
20697
• Oro Blanco Grapefruit 25#
CASE 6683
• Satstuma Mandarins 10#
CASE 23828
• Meyer Lemons LB #6415
• Granny Smith Apples 10#
CASE #5864
• Fuyu Persimmons FLAT
#5516
• Hachiya Persimmons FLAT
#7214
• Pummelos EA 23854

Pummelo’s : Also known as “Pomelo” or “Pommelo”, and originally
known in English as “Shaddock," the Pummelo is a high quality
citrus that we are lucky enough to cultivate locally. This large (often
larger than a human head)! Citrus fruit originated in Southeast Asia
and has grown in popularity in recent years. They contain either
pink or yellow flesh and, although similar to a grapefruit, the
pummelo has a mild floral flavor that is unobtrusive and sweet.
They are large and make for an impressive display piece. We are
carrying some of the first of the season. Also available with stem
and leaf.
Fuji Apples : Named after the sacred mountain in Japan, these
crunchy delicious apples live up to their reputation. We’re stocking

• Crosnes LB #4233
• Stinging Nettles BU #22013
• Parsnips, Small 10# CASE
#2017
• Delicata Squash LB 23702
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medium sized Fuji Apples with a light red to yellow blushed skin and
red vertical striation. Their flesh is bone white and dense while
remaining juicy and crisp. This is a favorite fresh eating apple but
does hold up wonderfully in most all cooked applications. They’re
sweet flavor holds up well when cooked and is a natural sugar
substitute.

Local Updates
Fennel: Now is an excellent time
to capitalize on this popular
aromatic. The product we’re
seeing at the Farmers’ Market this
week is large and sweet with pale
bulbs and forest green fronds. It
can be eaten raw and shaved on a
salad. It is not woody and this
cooler weather and rain is
ensuring that a large, plump and
juicy version is available for your
order. Fennel has a distinct
licorice flavor that is lovely in
savory applications and pairs
perfectly with the beautiful CA
citrus coming out right now.
Other Seasonal Items Right
Now!
Romanesco a very impressive
brassicas, green and cauliflowerlike ~ Satsuma Tangerines are
sweet and seedless, the perfect
eating mandarin ~ Cara Cara a
sweet navel orange with rosy
PINK flesh ~ Full Celery very
different from what you find in the
grocery store. Not watery, strong
celery flavor with beautiful leaves
~ Oro Blanco Grapefruit sweet
and distinct grapefruit flavor with
white flesh ~ Meyer Lemons a
local hero of citrus, a sweet and
juicy lemon.

Stinging Nettles : Careful! These herbaceous greens sting when
fresh, but any amount of heat will quickly disable its burning
qualities. Once cooked the leaves of Nettles can be used like
spinach but have a very interesting, almost meaty, flavor that the
culinary world celebrates. They grow weed like this time of year and
can be found on organic southern California farms before any heavy
frost. We’re bringing in our nettles from the foothills of the Sierra
Mountains where the fresh water runoff lends these greens an
additional sweetness.
Wrapping Up At The Market…
Peppers: Some are still around but most have been damaged with
cold and rain. Tomatoes: We’re looking at the last of any field
grown tomatoes at the market. Grapes – All done for the season.
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